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Introduction

CHAOS SIGNAlS CHANGE and delivers us into creativity, then new
choices for change in you begins.

Alchemy of awareness is an offering for transformation and
transcending where you are now towards who you are becoming.

The old world utilised alchemy, a precursor of chemistry, to turn
base metals into gold, so in our current times, it is about turning dense
things that no longer have value or work for us, into a higher calibre of
beingness, that adds value to life.

We are transcending our old selves into a more expansive higher
vibration of self, moving away from survival mechanisms towards
thriving and flourishing.

What was important in the past, may no longer be working for us.
The ‘awareness’ that we can initiate the changes aligning with more of
our majestic selves, listening to the call and taking new actions, is a
form of alchemy, which in these current times we call evolution.

The universe is always evolving, expanding and growing, and over
the last few decades human consciousness has woken up. No longer
can we pretend we are something else, or be less than what we are
truly here for. It feels like we were born to be the catalysts of change in
these historical times.

There always comes a day when you wake up and realise you are
living a life that is far from connected—filled with things you are not
thrilled with; perhaps relationships, jobs, even where you live.

Signals for change have been sent out from deep within you. The
dis-ease (your life not being at ease), the chaos, the wanting to give up,
means your ‘comfort zone’ has just turned terribly uncomfortable—
offering two options, change or stagnate.



This book is a series of topics to help you gain another insight, a
different way of seeing life—perhaps helping you to connect a bit more
with the eternal wisdom that you carry.

I believe with every part of my being that:

Everything we need to know we already have
within, all we need do is listen, take action, and

evolve towards our soul purpose.

Life can become your daily creation, filled with connection, support,
awareness, peace and acceptance among many benefits.

Alchemy of awareness.

This book can be used as a daily inspiration, a daily change and a
point of reference when unsure. Hold the book between your hands at
heart level and feel what your question or interest is then open the
book anywhere.

There are activities at the end of each article. Taking time to
contemplate, to exercise that connection to our inner wisdom, to be
with your soul, helps us to focus or receive some deep peace,
answers, new insights, inspiration and the ability to make change in all
areas of your life.

Taking action helps us change.

Writing things down is important. You take an energetic impulse,
which we call a thought, and bring it to physic. Through the action of
picking up a pen or pencil and writing something on paper, you have
just brought energy into form.

Once you have things written down, you have a reference point
where change begins. Remember that when we change one thing in
our life, we begin a ripple effect that affects all things.

Each article will have a ‘declaration’ to be said once a day.
Declarations are a command to the universe. You come from a level of
authority within yourself to deliver that declaration. The energy
response is life changing when you access this properly. You have a



bigger force that collaborates with you. There is certainty activated
within when we declare our intention or desire out loud.

This is the necessary set up for offering a declaration:

• You MUST stand, or sit, straight up so your back is aligned

• Close your eyes

• Visualise that you are standing in front of an army of soldiers
from horizon to horizon

• They are looking at you, waiting for their next order or command

• You then state internally…the next thing I say WIll be obeyed…
(feel what happens in your body when you state this)

• Then with a breath, state out loud the declaration at the end of
the verse (as per the declaration in the section you have opened
the book at)

• Stay in that space for a couple of breaths

• Open your eyes

• Go about your day

You have set up an energetic call to action, a collaboration with a
higher energy source.

Be aware of how you feel.

State the declaration once a day, each day, for a week. This offers
you the intention that connecting to your soul is a simple process of
listening to your own soul; it knows the way!



Enough…

AT SOME POINT our wellness, health and vitality will be interrupted by
an illness like a virus.

It often takes something like this for us to stop, take stock of where
we’re at, and connect back with what our bodies need. To pause what
we’re doing, and take a rest—eat better, sleep, take baths, get some
fresh air and sunshine, sometimes we need to cocoon ourselves, and
take more vitamins.

We become proactive while the virus runs its course. We take care
of ourselves, we engage in the ‘healing’ process. We allow the virus its
right of passage, and we know it is NOT really us; it is an invader, a gift
reminding us how we can treat ourselves better.

We know that the virus has a short life span. It can knock us over,
we can feel bloody awful, and we will call it, ‘I am unwell, so I am
taking a few days off to deal with it’.

When any of us suffer from ‘not enough’, whether it’s not good
enough, not enough time, not knowing enough, not savvy enough, not
fit enough, not thin enough, not enough money, not enough work, not
enough options, blah blah blah, we should recognise these moments
as a ‘virus’ and become proactive in dealing with it too!

We know the ‘not enough’ that knocks our confidence around is not
true—it is like a belief lying dormant, that arises when we are
disappointed, lethargic, comparing ourselves, feeling like we aren’t
doing anything. When we’ve lost direction and purpose, we can’t
imagine any new goals, we feel stuck or in the place of experiencing
the mundane. We can’t allow the ‘not enough’ virus to take over.

When we are weak, our immune system is open to virus and
bacteria, so our body is taken over by feeling ill. Our emotional and
mental states, when weakened by battling old beliefs,



disappointments or rejections, will succumb to ‘not enough’ to play out
the story. This is your opportunity to recognise that this is NOT who you
are—it is only a belief or pattern that has been entrenched from earlier
in life, or through the ancestry of our families.

Treating your moments of ‘not enough’ as you
would a virus by becoming proactive, taking care of

yourself and remembering who you are will help
you find things that will uplift.

Normally we feel like absolute crap with a virus, it’s the same thing
when ‘not enough’ enters our awareness, but we can treat it lovingly,
kindly, understanding it is showing us a deeper obstacle that is NOT
really who we are—it is just an experience, a reset or a rite of passage
to align with and become who we are.

Oprah Winfrey once said that nearly every one of the famous
guests interviewed on her show always asked at the end, ‘How was
that? Was that ok?’ There is something deeply ingrained in the
humanness of us all, seeking perfection, to be approved of, yet, all we
need at soul level is to accept ourselves, imperfect, yet unique.

As we work on strengthening our immune system to deal with any
virus, maybe we can find a way to work on our ‘not enoughness’.

The following declaration can be a great boost, like taking a dose of
vitamin B.

DECLARATION

Today, I am enough.
Always have been, always will be!

ACTIVITY

Intention:



To keep your head and heart from sinking into the depths of feeling
blah when the ‘not enough’ rises. This is YOU choosing to be actively
engaged by taking a new response to what you’re feeling.

Action:

• Create a list of up to 10 things you love to do, make sure they fill
you, make you smile, open you up to a higher vibe

• Thank it, then go do something you lOVE from that list

• Each morning look into the mirror after cleaning your teeth and
speak your declaration out loud then smile at your enough-ness
self

Have a cracker of a day!



Transitioning…

TRANSITIONING FROM ONE state of being into a new phase requires
great willingness, fuelled with unwavering trust to allow things to
unfold as they are meant to.

As unpredictable as life can be, we still go through the growth
process of awareness, decision, action, outcomes and then transition—
that grey area most of us are uncomfortable with and do our best to
delay or avoid.

Transitioning between achieving and starting something else is also
an expression of the process. It is a time to pause, to recalibrate and
reset, a time to integrate all that you have previously worked towards
so your whole personal vibration can align with that latest outcome.
You are allowing a new aspect of you to emerge, changing personal
and energetic dynamics.

It isn’t easy when all we have been conditioned to do is to set a
goal, achieve, set another goal, achieve. We celebrate briefly, yet our
minds are already setting, plotting and scheming the next project, goal
or outcome.

Transitions bring up loads of uncertainty about where we are going,
which can throw us off our purpose or pathway as we feel like we
spiral into a void of nothingness. Our motivation seems lost, our sense
of value is questioned, and then the scratching around trying to find
something to fill that weird void begins.

The ability to allow the ‘nothingness’ is a great choice. It is the
‘afterglow’ of achieving—the space between breaths, the opening to
other possibilities from a new vibrational awareness in self, the resting
in the discovery of a new aspect of self. From nothing, all of life was
created. This is a profound time to BE and allow what is next to
formulate and deliver to you in the right time.



Imagine you are climbing a set of stairs and you come to the
landing before the next set of steps. That landing is the integration
point where you can ‘catch your breath’, before you move to the next
sequence of stairs.

Transitions in life are like landing points, places to
reset, recalibrate, to allow all of you to integrate

before you move on again.

These become our new reference points. If we fall from the steps
we are climbing, we will only go back to the last reset point, the last
landing. Here we can gather ourselves, regroup and restart from that
point, not from the beginning.

In the transition time, enjoy the space, do things that nourish you
knowing that your whole self is aligning to the new information,
experience or expansion.

Everything in life is in transition, always shifting, growing, releasing,
rebuilding or evolving. Our humanness becomes impatient, so if this
occurs, do something new, open your mind to a different experience,
while in the transition time. The transitioning phase does come to an
end—we can’t force it to be any faster than it needs to be. We need to
surrender into the opportunity to renew our vision of self.

DECLARATION

Today, I align with the wisdom of my soul as I move through a
purposeful transition. I trust this process with all that I am.

ACTIVITY

Intention:

When a caterpillar goes into its cocoon to transition into a butterfly,
we often think about the romantic nature of the transformation. Yet
within that chrysalis, acts of destruction and violence occur as one



body disintegrates to create something that emerges with elegance,
grace and lightness.

Transitions can be tough, so creating space to allow things to occur
is a gift of trust to yourself.

Action:

When you are transitioning:

• Know how you want to feel, no matter what is occurring in your
life or the world outside of you, i.e. secure, free, valued, safe,
supported, grateful

• Clarify your thoughts and feelings—journal

• Take some walks in nature

• Meditate

• Have some healing treatments

• Stay connected and grounded to you

• Be aware of how you think and lift thoughts to a higher calibre

Remember you are NOT waiting for things to happen, you are in
process, and things will be revealed at the most aligned moment.



Choosing…

CHOOSE SOME GENTlENESS for yourself and follow through on it.

There are so many energetic peaks and troughs happening for all
of us. We feel really energised one day like we can conquer all things,
then two days later it is all we can do to drag ourselves to the loo!

Our human density is feeling the challenge of our energetic higher
nervous system and light body in full throttle.

If you have been feeling exhausted, not so much physically
incapable, but a deeper sense of tiredness, then be gentle with you.
The night time internal electrical buzzing, the ear ringing, the solar
plexus area being hit with higher energy, the need to sleep, the
intensity of loud noise or being intolerant of noisy spaces are all part of
this.

Every now and again, I feel the ‘harshness’ of life cloaking me, and
the weight of it can be unbearable. I have taken a number of weeks off
from daily social media, from daily writing, from daily ‘have to do this
today’ lists, and have surrendered into being with all of me. Fully
present, gentle, attentive and listening to the wisdom running within
me.

Watching the media crucify a mother for being protective, seeing
innocent people being victimised, witnessing families losing their
homes to indiscriminate bombing, can disrupt, disturb, and cut us to
the core of decency, and we feel we have had enough.

The time is now! Gentleness needs to be the united call to action. It
starts in our everyday life, our thoughts, actions, words and feelings.

If you want to feel better, then choose what you CAN do. We
cannot change some of the events happening, we cannot influence
the governments or the media with our beliefs about parenting,



education, wellness, wholeness, justice, environment, however, we
can take action in our ‘supposedly’ small daily lives.

Light a candle for peace, or awareness, or clarity and devote it
towards the world or an event that is troubling your heart and soul. Say
a prayer, set an intention then repeat it every day. These small, gentle
actions preserve your heart, keep your mind focused on what is
possible and keep your soul soft.

To some, this may seem woo-woo, but for me, practicing this daily
has helped with my focus, knowing that my thoughts, actions, words
and feelings are being sent into the bigger picture from an open heart
and with a gentleness for all.

If we keep reacting to the bigger circus of misinformation, one-
sided stories, incomplete coverage, the manipulation of our own lives,
then the machine has you, you are distracted from what you want to
see, be and live.

Being gentle with self is part of this call to action. Take the time to
hold that peace, calm, clarity and awareness as an offering to the
energy field. It will have a greater effect than bitching, whinging and
complaining about how bad things are. Misery begets misery…there is
NO gentle hope in that.

How do you want to feel when you are speaking or interacting with
others…hopeful or helpless?

Gentleness in self, the choice to let things go, let
things be, let life be what you want, without the

daily struggle to get things done.

Yes, I know this sounds like nothing would ever be accomplished…
you know what, some days you get nothing done, and that is how it
has to be. It really is ok to stop, say, ‘Enough for now, I need space to
recharge, reset, revitalise, recalibrate’. Then other days you get more
done than you could possibly imagine.



Gentleness requires an acceptance—it is part of our inner nature, it
makes us take a breath, reset, find a way to be supported or
supportive. What we must be mindful of is the intense work happening
in our energy field, our higher self. Our physicality is dense and heavy;
our higher self is a faster vibration. How can something high and strong
land in our lives if we are pushing, struggling, striving and doing? There
must be a space and place for things to align and merge. Creating that
opportunity comes from gentleness.

DECLARATION

Today, I invite and I invoke the frequency and vibration of ‘gentle’ to
move through me, and around me.

ACTIVITY

Intention:

Be kind, gentle and tender with yourself and others for the day.

Action:

• Purchase a large candle, in a colour that reminds you of
gentleness (soft pink, soft blue, white) and etch (use a pen,
skewer or sharp object) into the candle these words, ‘Gentleness
with self, peace in my world’

• Light the candle each day, say the choosing declaration

• Take a few moments to sit still, eyes closed, breathe gently,
hands resting in your lap

• See the word GENTlE in your mind’s eye

• Take a breath with intention of this energy activating within you
to each of your energy centres

• Take three breaths at heart centre to seal this



Thank you…

GRATITUDE IS AN energy I live with constantly.

No matter what shows up, I am in a portal of deep gratitude, which I
offer without censor. There are so many I would like to thank, however
right now, it is YOU the reader of this collection, who I bow in a gesture
of Namaste.

Awareness brings healing, awakening, connection, choices and
change. Life is change, no two days are the same; no two breaths are
the same.

I sincerely, with all of my heart and soul, wish you deep awareness
of your uniqueness, your courage, your soul and to live that with each
breath, and every heartbeat.

For this book:

Stella Doyle…you are a legend! You know why and I am eternally
grateful.

Gratitude for all those people who thought I could, and those who
thought I couldn’t.

Rachael Bermingham for really ‘getting me’ and telling me years
ago, I had already written my books. The generosity of your input,
belief, trust and friendship has inspired me to make you proud!

To my darling tribe heart and soul sistas, who totally understand
me, are consistently encouraging and now and again slapping me back
into reality.

Each person who has read any of my Facebook posts, articles in
magazines or audiences I have presented to, each one of you is a
flame that has contributed to my fire, which is part of the bigger force
of evolutionary change.
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RAElENE BYRNE, INTERNATIONAllY recognised energy transmission
and activator healer, inspiring speaker, retreat facilitator and leader,
meditation teacher, educator of self-empowerment through self-
knowledge, writer, shamanic practitioner, Advanced liquid crystal
practitioner, workshop facilitator, crystal grid creator and Earth
guardian.

With decades of remembering, learning and practising, the one
thing that has been a constant in Raelene’s life is the power of Freewill,
the expansiveness of stepping into your own unique potential and the
ultimate freedom of being exactly who you AlWAYS are in any
moment.

Having studied numerous forms of energetic healing, vibrational
modalities, many forms of bodywork, spent years in service and
support to many Hay House authors and leaders, Raelene has realised
that the teachings from ancient times, that we all have everything we
need within us, is indeed true. Stop, listen and act on your own inner
guidance.

Raelene speaks to large audiences with an inspiring simplicity that
allows each participant the gift of knowing they can be and achieve
what they are truly here on Earth for.

With a treasure chest of fast, effective processes, meditations and
rituals, Raelene offers the certainty for people to realise they are their
own alchemists, so change becomes a dance of potential, fuelled by
endless possibility.

This is as simple as saying YES to your soul’s purpose.
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How Raelene can help you
further…

For more information on how Raelene can guide and support you,
please contact her on the following:

Website: www.raelenebyrne.com

Email: admin@raelenebyrne.com
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